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Abstract: This study evaluates the spatial equity of the educational service provided in the urban areas of Manizales and 

Villamaría based on the hypothesis that there is inequity in the provision of this service. Methodology involves GIS-based 

territorial accessibility analysis using average travel times from a network of transport infrastructures as well as the 

geographical location of all formal education establishments. This methodology is designed to be applied on different 

locations around the world. As the main results, the areas with mixed values concerning educational provision are in the 

lower strata, which directly correlates with low spatial educational equity rates. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Education is an essential component for all types of regions, influencing the progress and development of modern 

societies, essential for all inhabitants to a basic degree to live comfortably, advancing towards better economic and 

social standards. Global experience shows that there is a close correlation between the country's level of development 

and the strength of its education and scientific and technological research systems. According to studies by the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an additional year of schooling increases a 

country's gross domestic product per capita by 4-7% (OECD, 2010).  Education has come to be called a basic need by 

the United Nations (ONU, 2018), which gives it an important role, especially when talking about developing countries 

such as those in Latin America. Colombia is an unequal country (Sánchez, 2016), heavily damaged and fragmented by 

the violence of the 20th century, currently in a period of overall growth and development, facing significant challenges 

to reach all its regions with the need to close gaps (Sánchez, 2016), for which education plays a key role.  

Manizales, capital of Caldas department, located in the Colombian coffee region, with geographical coordinates 5° 03' 

58'' north latitude and 75° 29' 5'' west longitude (Figure 1), has an abrupt topography with an average elevation of 2150 

meters above sea level (m.a.s.l.), limiting the processes of urban expansion and intervention (Robledo, 1996). The 

population registered in the 2018 national census is 400,436 inhabitants (National Administrative Department of Statistics - 

DANE, 2019). The municipality has a total surface area of 57184 hectares, of which 3818.58 hectares correspond to its 

urban area (Alcaldía de Manizales, 2019); however, in this research, an area of 5429 hectares is used, considering sectors with 

transport and public services influence. The transport infrastructure network, the inventory of institutions, and in general, the 

whole analysis is extended to the neighboring municipality of Villamaría in its urban area to obtain more accurate results in 

terms of educational coverage. Villamaría is incorporated due to its conurbation with Manizales, sharing economic conditions 

and connectivity, acting as an additional neighborhood to the capital of the department. It is located on one side of the 

central mountain range at 5° 02' 44'' North latitude and 75° 30' 55'' West longitude, with a total area of 46100 hectares, of 

which only 438.3 belong to the grouping of its urban environment together with the expanding sector of La Florida 

(Alcaldía de Villamaría, 2018). The total population of the municipality is 62,831 inhabitants as of 2018 (DANE, 2019). 

Manizales and its metropolitan area have ranked first in Colombia in the provision of university education services. 

However, its performance at other educational levels (pre-school, kindergarten, primary, secondary and high school) has 

not been the best (Consejo Privado de Competitividad and Universidad del Rosario, 2020), ranking 18th among the capitals 
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of the 32 departments of the country, with special shortcomings in the area of educational coverage, in which it ranked 

22nd, 25th, 22nd and 15th, for pre-school, primary, secondary and high school education respectively among the 32 

departmental capitals. It is, therefore, necessary to strengthen the conditions of equity and access to this service, not only 

as a means of building capacities and social mobility but also as a source of economic development. The analysis 

includes 209 educational establishments, divided into 25 for higher education and 184 for basic education, of which 70 

provide early education services, 121 basic primary education, 84 basic secondary education, and 82 secondary 

education, many of which share several levels of education within the same infrastructure. In terms of higher education 

institutions, there are 13 of a technical-technological type and 12 professional ones, of which 4 correspond to faculties of 

the University of Caldas and 3 to the National University of Colombia, Manizales campus, leaving 8 universities altogether. 

Nowadays, spatial equity refers to the equality that different residents have in accessing a particular service regardless 

of their social class, income, or ethnicity (Rahman and Rigar Neema, 2015). Measurements mainly include analyses based 

on geographical accessibility, the Gini coefficient, the Lorentz curve method, the coefficient of variation, and the Teil index 

(Hu et al., 2019). In terms of accessibility, Hansen (1959) defines it as the potential of opportunities for interaction, the first 

definition of the term in the geographical context. The potential for opportunities to interact that a particular group of 

people have in a particular area is then taken as a basis, supported by the argument that accessibility is a measure of spatial 

distribution from a point, adjusted for the ability and desire to overcome spatial separation. The concept has also been 

defined as the ease of getting to some activity from a location by a particular mode of transport (Dalvi and Martin, 1976), 

and taken together with mobility as influencing an individual's ability to travel in everyday life (Morris et al., 1979).  

Years after Hansen defined it, some subdivisions of accessibility emerged, with Ingram making the first breakthroughs 

by defining relative accessibility as the distance or measure of interaction between two points and integral accessibility as the 

ease of access to a point from a set of nodes connected by a network (Ingram, 1971). Integral accessibility has gained 

considerable traction and different types of measures of accessibility have been proposed, such as gravity-based, cumulative 

opportunity-based, and topology- or distance-based measures (Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Pirie, 1979). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area (Source: authors) 
 

Accessibility studies on the location and coverage of educational facilities have been carried out in different parts of 

the world, using a variety of methodologies to evaluate access to this service. For example, Ireland uses distance 

measures for its accessibility calculations (Walsh et al., 2015); Canada takes variables in addition to distance such as 

parental schooling and economic factors (Frenette, 2006); England uses the distance between home dwellings and 

universities (Gibbons and Vignoles, 2012); Portugal analyses the variables involved in decisions to study away from 

home (Sá et al., 2011). In addition, the Netherlands analyses the impact of geographical accessibility to higher education 

institutions and the influence of school background (Sá et al., 2006); Germany includes socio-economic variables 

(Spiess and Wrohlich, 2010); and Colombia conducts analyses of territorial accessibility to primary activity nodes 

(Escobar et al., 2016) and assessments of the spatial equity of educational service at the basic level (Avendaño, 2012).  

 In Manizales, the closest studies involve equity analyses of the university sector (Younes et al., 2016). Studies 

regarding the location of educational facilities and coverage have focused on single-level educational institutions, 

mostly on higher education. Additionally, few involve measures of spatial equity, highlighting the assessment of spatial 
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disparities in access to primary and secondary schools in China (Gao et al., 2016); however, they point, generally, to 

other objectives being met, using accessibility measured through distance as the assessment value. In recent years, 

research has been developed around the world related to spatial equity and education, taking as an example the analysis of 

spatial equity in electric vehicle charging services in China (Li et al., 2022), analysis of spatial equity and access to urban 

parks in Iran (Fasihi and Parizadi, 2020) and analysis of accessibility to health care centers in China by different 

researchers (Yang et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023) as clear examples of spatial equity analysis. While focused on education, 

Pizzol (Pizzol et al., 2021) published an investigation of accessibility to schools in Sao Paulo including the quality factor. 

Studies involving the whole education service, spatial equity, and using travel time as the main variable in 

accessibility levels are so far non-existent. Therefore, this research aims to close the knowledge gap and proposes a 

methodology for calculating the Educational Equity Index (EEI), based on the analysis of social, economic, 

demographic, geographic, operational, spatial, and physical variables, by using measures of territorial accessibility and 

geostatistical models, through geographic information systems (GIS), assuming the existence of a strong inequity in 

educational service provision at all levels (initial, basic, middle and higher) in the study area, considering the geospatial  

configuration of the institutions and transport networks and the current conditions of the mentioned variables.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methodological procedure used in this study is shown in Figure 2, following six broadly defined steps subdivided 

into tasks that are more specific. 

Phase 1 – Network update and validation: Investment in road infrastructure has been high over the past decades, 

changing travel conditions and making it necessary to update the digitized transport infrastructure network with the most 

recent works for a proper calculation of travel times and accessibility levels. New connections, turns, and reroutes are 

verified with online or field network viewers if necessary. The network for public and private transport is updated for the 

year 2021 based on an analysis network for public transport accessibility studies in the city, updated and optimized by 

Montoya (Montoya, 2019), based on the network previously built by the National University of Colombia, with speeds 

measured via GPS (Escobar and García, 2012; Younes et al., 2016) and excellent coverage of the study area.  The updating 

process was carried out in the ArcMap program, using its network-editing tool, where it is possible to create and modify 

arcs or lines, as well as to calculate the real length of the new elements. Figure 3 shows the network used for the particular 

transport study, which has a total of 10,133 nodes and 12,766 arcs assigned for the different existing roads. On the other 

hand, the same updates were made to the public transport scenario, making similar changes and additions, but always 

maintaining the original differentiation and configuration of the network, which contains 19,838 arches and 15,380 nodes. 

The higher number is due to the existence of a pedestrian network base very similar to that of private transport, with some 

additional pedestrian-only crossings such as bridges and stairs, superimposed by the network composed of public transport 

routes, connected to each other at the location of the stops. As a basic input for the process, it is necessary to have the travel 

times calculated within the digitized network; these times are obtained by considering the length of the arches and the 

average speed assigned. Through equation 1, the travel times for the arcs are calculated within the ArcMap field calculator 

tool. Where: TV = Travel Time; Li= Length of the arc in km; Vi= Speed assigned to the arc in km/h. 
 

  
 

             Figure 2. Research Methodology (Source: authors)                      Figure 3. Private transport network (Source: authors) 
 

𝑇𝑉 =
Li

Vi
∗ 60 (1) 

 

Phase 2 – Target population: The population under consideration corresponds to people of school age, defined in our 

case as those inhabitants under 30 years of age since the study includes institutions from the first to the last stage of 

education. The age distribution is obtained from official databases (DANE, 2019) and is shown in Figure 4 with a graphical 

partitioning of natural breaks so that similar values are better grouped together and differences between classes are maximized. 
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Phase 3 – Facilities location: This is an important aspect in the development of the research, as the results will vary 

depending on the spatial distribution of the institutions. The geographical location was checked for all educational 

establishments so that there were no overlaps with other properties, they did not occupy part of the public space, or they 

were not at their real address; this last check is done with the help of Google Street View or in situ if necessary. Once 

the database had been optimized, the institutions were geo-spatially located in a new layer of polygons within the 

ArcMap program, using the tool to create new Shape-type entities, separating them by the educational level at which 

they provide. Figure 5 shows the geographical distribution of educational institutions in the study area.  
 

  
 

              Figure 4. Student-aged population (Source: authors)                  Figure 5. Location of educational institutions (Source: authors) 
 

Phase 4 – Index calculation: First, external nodes to the network must be created, positioned at the location of the 

facilities to be analyzed, connecting to the nearest node of the network through a new arc with travel time equal to zero, so 

that it only generates a connection without increasing the distance or travel time. Then, travel time vectors are obtained 

under the different conditions of analysis, for which it is required to incorporate an additional computational tool -the 

TransCAD program- whose specific mathematical processing capacity for transport models is better optimized than 

ArcMap and does not require overly powerful hardware. Using the multiple paths extension of the TransCAD program, 

which involves the minimum paths algorithm born in 1959 (Dijkstra, 1959) and allows to obtain the travel times in matrix 

form between the desired points of the network, in our case from those created for the blocks, to the institutions initially 

and also between all the blocks.On the other hand, based on the general gravitational potential model, spatial equity models 

integrating different modes of transport have emerged (Chang and Liao, 2011), considering the mentioned results and the 

model developed on them by Hu to assess the spatial equity of elderly homes in Changchun (Hu et al., 2019), within which 

he incorporates the competition factor and the attractiveness factor of the assessed facilities. It is proposed to follow the line 

of development and use a similar equation, calculating the attractiveness factor based on the set of variables incorporated 

for educational establishments and the competition factor between blocks using travel times as the proximity value. The 

educational equity index is calculated from Equation 2, which condenses the procedure for obtaining the index as a ratio 

between the supply given by the educational establishments within the area of influence (20 minutes travel time) and the 

population competition (Equation 3) multiplied by the population-weighted average travel time for each mode of transport. 

𝐼𝐸𝑖 =
∑ Mj
m
j=1 ∗ 𝑆𝑗

𝑉𝑖 ∗ (a1i ∗ pi ∗ Ti(pub))
+

∑ Mj
m
j=1 ∗ 𝑆j

𝑉𝑖 ∗ (a2i ∗ pi ∗ Ti(priv))
 (2) 𝑉𝑖 = ∑

Pk

Dik
β

𝑛

𝑘=1

 (3) 

 

Where, IEi is the educational equity index of block i, Mj is the student capacity of educational institution j measured 

from registered enrolment. Sj is the attractiveness factor of each institution normalized by min-max normalization, which 

varies between 0 and 1, considering the academic level according to state tests, the number of educational levels served, the 

available area, and the monthly value of education; the latter aspect being evaluated inversely, i.e. the higher the cost, the 

lower the attractiveness. Institutions whose travel time exceeds the threshold range of 20 minutes automatically have an S j 

=0, as they are not within the direct area of influence. Vi corresponds to the block's competition coefficient, a1i and a2i are 

the percentages of the block's population that make their study trips by private and public transport mode respectively, 

according to the TAZ (Traffic Analysis Zone) to which it belongs, based on the division and trip percentages recorded in 

the Manizales Mobility Plan 2017. pi is the school-age population of block i and Ti(pri) and Ti(pub) are the average travel 

times to reach educational institutions by private and public transport mode, respectively. In equation 3, Pk is the population 

under 30 years of age in block k corresponding to all other blocks other than i within a range of 1 minute, Dik is the separation 

between blocks measured in travel times, and β is the friction coefficient, taken as 2 for survey trips (Hansen, 1959). The value 

of Vi is uniform for both transport modes since in this section the spatial proximity is the same regardless of the mode. 

The calculations of equations 2 and 3 are carried out through computational programming in Python, using the Pandas 

and Numpy libraries, which allow the handling of large databases and the performance of mathematical operations with 

them in a simple and fast way. The results are represented graphically in the ArcMap program, using the representation by 
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quantities grouped in groups of colors corresponding to the quantiles considered necessary. In addition, the minimum, 

maximum, average, and standard deviation values of the public and private components are obtained separately, as well as 

the values for the result, so that a comparison of results internal to the index is possible. An analysis is also made by socio-

economic stratum, finding the average value of the index for each stratum using Python. 

Finally, Moran's spatial autocorrelation index is calculated, which evaluates how a phenomenon varies across 

geographical space. If the analyzed aspect tends to be grouped in uniform areas, forming clusters, then there is a positive 

autocorrelation. Conversely, if the variable measures in nearby units are different, i.e., if the phenomenon tends to be 

dispersed, then the spatial autocorrelation is negative; when the phenomenon behaves randomly, and no defined or 

structured behavior is identified, there is no spatial autocorrelation. Once again using the ArcMap program, the Moran 

index is calculated with the results per block of the IE, using the Spatial Autocorrelation (Moran I) tool, with the layer and 

field corresponding to the calculated value of IE as inputs, in its two components and in a grouped form, with a spatial 

relationship of inverse distance squared and using a Euclidean distance of 200 meters to designate the neighbouring 

entities. This tool outputs the Moran index, the z-value, and the p-value. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The resulting value is made up of two parts, one corresponding to the section studied in public transport and the 

other in private transport, the sum of both of which makes up the final value. Bearing this in mind, the results are shown 

in three different ways, for each part and in aggregate, displayed in 10 quantiles so that the difference between values is 

visible. Polygons corresponding to zero index blocks are not shown on the maps, making the presentation cleaner. 

Figure 6 shows the spatial equity values for the public transport component, presenting a heterogeneous distribution on 

the map, but despite this, a concentration of the top quantiles along the main roads and in the city center, accompanied 

by some medium values next to the current overhead cable stations.The values in this section reach a limit of 737.39, 

with a mean of 2.14 and a standard deviation of 15, which indicates a very high concentration of very low values, less 

than 1, so it is necessary to show more than 2 decimal places, there are also singular points in high values. The Moran 

index in ArcMap resulted in 0.055, with a z-score of 7.31 and p-value = 0.00, indicating that the probability of the 

values being randomly distributed is very small, and the z-score being higher than 0 creates separate clusters of high and 

low values, i.e., the data are configured in a more spatially cohesive way than would be expected for a completely 

random distribution. The mean value of the equity index for stratum one is 0.94, for stratum two 0.80, for stratum three 

3.72, for stratum four 3.99, for stratum five 4.24, and for stratum six 5.03, indicating a clear inequity for the lowest strata.  
 

 
 

       Figure 6. Spatial equity in public transport (Source: authors)             Figure 7. Spatial equity in private transport (Source: authors) 
 

In the case of private transport, the results are shown in Figure 7, with a maximum value of 3162.21, a mean of 

26.30, and a standard deviation of 116.46, indicating a low clustering of values. Levels of spatial equity are much higher 

than in public transport due to the ease with which this mode of transport can access institutions within the time limit. 

Differences in concentration are observed concerning the public transport map, with the strongest shades being found in 

the center of the analyzed sector, close to the El Cable area, while high values increase in the city's outskirts, especially  

in the eastern area. Moran's I. results give a value of 0.124, slightly higher than for private transport, together with a z -

score of 13.88 and p-value of 0.00, which also represents a cluster-prone distribution. The mean values per stratum from 

one to six result in a mean of 21.09, 18.72, 40.03, 42.00, 24.98, and 45.69 respectively, indicating, once again, better 

conditions for the higher strata compared to the lower strata. The final result comprises the sum of opportunities offered 

by each mode of transport, integrating the variation of access based on the choice of transport mode declared in the 2017 

mobility master plan surveys, is presented in Figure 8, reaching values of 3181.30 at its upper limit, with a mean of 

28.44 and standard deviation of 121.86, equally high as in the two components that make up its value.  

Moran's index results in 0.122, together with a z-score of 13.58 and p-value of 0.00, having a distribution with very low 

randomness, with a trend to clustering as mentioned above. These results indicate from a statistical point of view that the 

values obtained for the Educational Equity Index are not the product of coincidence or chance, but they are distributed in a 
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concentrated sectorial manner within the geographical space. The maximum values are distributed in the area without a 

defined concentration but always surrounded by high and medium-high values, which can be seen in sectors with low 

student-age populations. For instance, in the historic center, where equity values are increased since the offer is the same 

for a few applicants, while blocks with a high concentration of young people have reduced values caused by a high level of 

competition. Areas located close to the main universities, such as Universidad Nacional or Universidad Autónoma, also 

stand out with medium-high concentrated values. The mean results per stratum are as follows: for stratum 1= 22.03; 

stratum 2= 19.53; stratum 3= 43.75; stratum 4= 46.00; stratum 5= 29.22 and stratum 6= 50.73, indicating that the highest 

stratum tends to obtain better results while the two lowest strata have the lowest values. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Total equity index Source: authors 
 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed model for measuring spatial equity in education can assess the coverage characteristics for each block 

individually, considering the institutions covered at a given time, its own and the neighborhood's student -age population, 

and recognizing the modal distribution for the purpose of study in its analysis. This methodology can be applied in any 

city as long as the basic information is properly organized. The results of the index have a low impact on small 

institutions such as kindergartens, where only one level of education is provided to a few students with a minimal area 

compared to large university campuses. This shows that although there are good levels of integral accessibility to early 

childhood or basic education institutions, the overall levels are not very good. The spatial equity values show the 

sectored concentration of values, with a partially homogeneous distribution on the map, so that there is a distribution 

with a little random tendency of the result. The spatial equity index is influenced by the location of the institutions, the 

density of the student population, and the travel mode of preference, where strata one and two represent the lowest 

average values of the index, indicating shortcomings in the access of this service by having high concentrations of the 

student population in small areas whose main mode of transport corresponds to collective public transport, which is in 

unequal conditions compared to private transport in terms of the number of opportunities reached in a given time.  
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